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MAGARITA MAN (#2)

Kings Court (#4)

On Fire Albert (#9)

Exacta:   2-4/2-4-9, $4.  Tri:  2-4/2-4-9/1-2-4-6-9, $6.  Daily Double:  2-4/2-3, $4.
PARKER’S
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Gave notice in his debut with a good third after forcing the pace, he may only 
need to repeat that effort to graduate.
Only a neck behind the top choice in his most recent, he did race a bit wide that 
day and maybe able to save some ground from this post.
Raced wide on a day where the inside was very good last, effort one back was good.

FASHION ROYALE (#2)

Afleet Hope (#3)

Arabesque (#4)

Exacta:  2-3/2-3-4, cost $4. 

Finished a clear second when favored in her last, she might be able to sprint clear 
early in here and should prove tough to catch.
Also comes off a good second place finish in her last, she may track the top 
choice right from the start and outfinish that one late.
Trouble at the start in her debut, blinkers on today, Bowen up.

TICKLE ME PINK (#2)

Kafwain’s Ghost (#5)

She’s a Snooty Bee (#8)

Exacta:    2-5/2-5-8, cost $4. Trifecta:  2-5/2-5-8/2-4-5-7-8, $6. 
Pick 3:   2-5-8/1-4-8/2, $4.50.

Improved for a close third in her third start this year, she will have to deal with 
Space Monkey early but she deserves to be favored.
Stuck in the one hole last two start, she gets a better post today and appears the 
main danger to the top choice.
Fifth in her debut, she worked well after that race, can improve.

MYRNA LOU (#1)

Great Lady Zen (#4)

Winninginfashion (#8)

Exacta:  1-4/1-4-8, $4.  Tri:  1-4/1-4-8/1-2-4-5-8, $6.  Pick 3:  1-4-8/2/2-4-6, $4.50.   

Been away two months and drew a poor post for her style but she did beat 
similar in her last race and things should set up for her late run.
Wire to wire winner was aided by a speed favoring surface last but she has three 
wins and two second in her last five starts, obvious danger.
Disappointed when heavily bet last but she will be passing many of these late.

ENDLESS CRUISE (#2)

Kenai King (#7)

Secret Harbor (#4)

Exacta:   2/4-5-7, cost $3. Trifecta:   2/4-5-7/1-4-5-7-9, $6.
Pick 3:   2/2-4-6/2-4, cost $3.

Veteran comes off two nice scores, both earning good speed figures, he looks hard 
to bet against.
Caught a speed favoring surface when winning last but his connections bring him 
back at the same level and he is quite capable of repeating.
Back in six days after a close third last, he cannot be ignored.

STUCK RIVER (#6)

Sanibel Harbor (#2)

Sequestered (#4)

Exacta:  2-6/2-4-6, $4.  Tri:  2-6/2-4-6/1-2-4-5-6, $6.  Pick 3:  2-6/2-4/3-8, $4.   

Was blocked at a key point late turn when third to the top choice last, she also 
should get a nice trip from just behind the leaders early.
Dull efforts last two but she is capable of better and could spring a mild upset.

Super:   2/4-5-7/1-4-5-7-9/1-3-4-5-7-9, $4.80.

Super:  1-4/1-4-8/1-2-4-5-8/1-2-4-5-6-8, $3.60.  Pick 7:  1-4-8/2/2-4-6/2/3-8/4/5-7, $7.20.  

Super:   2-5/2-5-8/2-4-5-7-8/all, $4.80. 

Super:   2-3/2-3-4/1-2-3-4-8/all, $6. 

Super:  2-4/2-4-9/1-2-4-6-9/1-2-4-6-8-9, $3.60.  Pick 3:L  2-4/2-3/2-5, $4.  Pick 4:  2-4/2-3/2-5/1-4, $8.   

Super:  2-6/2-4-6/1-2-4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6-8-9, $4.80.  Pick 5:  2-6/2-4/3-8/1-4/5-7, $16.  

Trifecta:   2-3/2-3-4/1-2-3-4-8, $6.
Pick 3:  2-3/2-5/1-4, $4. 

Received a perfect trip and she responded witha  nice score over similar last, she 
again should be right off the leaders early, tab to repeat.
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GOLDEN DYNAMO (#2)

Step On the Gas (#4)

Shared Life (#3)

Exacta:  2-4/2-3-4, $4.  Tri:  2-4/2-3-4/1-2-3-4-5, $6.  Pick 3:  2-4/3-8/1-4, $4.

Comes off a better than looks effort as he broke a step slowly and was parked 
out wide throughout, he moves inside, drops and looks best.
Wire to wire winner of his last two starts clearly is very sharp, he may not get 
the lead with Southern Solution in the race but he is the one to beat.
Good second in his most recent, he might get right trip.

Super:  2-4/2-3-4/1-2-3-4-5/all, $6.  Pick 4:  2-4/3-8/1-4/5-7, $8.

SIERRITA (#3)

Justitia (#8)

Dreamer S. (#2)

Exacta:   3-8/2-3-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   3-8/2-3-8/2-3-4-6-8, $6.  

Pick 3:   3-8/1-4/5-7, cost $4.

Stretch runner goes to a route after two nice sprint efforts, she should get a great 
stalking trip in here, choice.
Speedy sort is back in a route after leading till late in a sprint last, she will 
have to work for the lead from this post but again must be caught.
Decent try on Wa Cup day, she looks best of the rest.

MIKE MAN’S GOLD (#4)

Party Pooper (#1)

Botch (#7)

Exacta:   1-4/1-4-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-4/1-4-7/1-3-4-5-7, $6. 

Daily Double:  1-4/5-7, cost $4.

Caught in the last yards in both of his previous two races when routing, he 
goes to what may be his best distance today, can make amends.
Did beat the top choice when routing last, but he was unlucky to draw the one 
hole and his tendency to break slowly is a bigger issue from this post.
Has yet to win this year but he also has been routing, return to a sprint helps.

LA BRISA (#7)

Blazin B B (#5)

Thanksforasking (#2)

Exacta:   5-7/2-5-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   5-7/2-5-7/1-2-5-6-7, $6.  

One for twenty-one lifetime but she does come off several good efforts and her 
consistency should be rewarded with her second twin today.
Been away a bit but she did work a fast four-furlongs in late August and she 
will have to be caught.
Nice stretch run to break her maiden last, she seems likely for a piece.

Super:   5-7/2-5-7/1-2-5-6-7/1-2-3-4-5-6-7, cost $4.80. 

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Saturday Afternoon, September 10th, 2016

Super:   1-4/1-4-7/1-3-4-5-7/all, $6.

Super:   3-8/2-3-8/2-3-4-6-8/all, $6.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
ENDLESS CRUISE in the fifth. MYRNA LOU in the fourth.

Today’s Exotic Play(s): 
Race 7, $1 Exacta:  2-4/2-3-4, cost $4.
Race 8, $1 Exacta:  3-8/2-3-8, cost $4.
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SMIL’N FROM ABOVE (#5)
Gianis (#4)

Princvess Val (#2)

ROUGH PASSAGE (#2)
Wrightwood (#1)

Winning Causeway (#3)

ROCKPORT KAT (#1)
City Steel (#5)

Big Tire (#2)

BE A LADY (#3)
Pageant Material (#4)

Gracie Ragazza (#2)

GOLIATH’S GIRL (#2)
Run Brionie Run (#8)

Sudden Quest (#7)

LORD SIMBA (#4)
Ideal (#3)

Handful of Stripes (#5)

OVERCOMER (#2)
Pray Hard (#5)

Celebrated Talent (#3)

SOI PHET (#4)
Magic Mark (#2)
Avanti Bello (#5)
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Los Alamitos Golden Gate Hastings Park

Race Selections for Saturday, September 10th, 2016

WOODIE B AWESOME (#4)
Alston (#2)

Gavination (#9)

SPEEDY PUIG (#3)
Quick Gun (#5)

Let’s Go Everybody (#4)

CHOCOLATIER (#1)
So Good to Go (#3)

Light One (#6)

MY FRIEND EMMA (#4)
Hypnatique (#5)

Allaboutaction (#2)

HE’S A PEPPER (#5)
Squidward (#4)

Tropical Heat (#6)

INDIAN NATE (#4)
Smokin’ Steve (#2)

Tiz Fitting (#5)

TENTWELVEFOURTEEN (#6)
Royalist (#2)

Orchestral (#3)

HURRAH FOR TWO (#7)
Kalkan Kaye (#3)

Myonia (#1)

SPANISH DOLL (#6)
Cajun Cookin (#8)
Lady Chrome (#9)

BENNETT MTN. GAL (#12)
Gee Street (#2)

Whenbetterthannow (#8)

HOLLY’S LAST CALL (#5)
Fire Beauty (#1)

Closing Intentions (#4)

PRETTY RECKLESS (#3)
Storm Stalker (#5)

Rachael Run (#7)

RED RORY (#5)
Sal (#4)

Payton’s Command (#3)

HERO’S AMOR (#3)
Touching Promise (#7)

Truvi (#6)

BROOKYS STAR (#2)
Snuggles (#6)

Victress (#4)

CALGARY CAPER (#1)
Square Dancer (#7)

Modern (#2)

OPPORTUNISTIC (#2)
Silvertown (#6)

Stanz in Command (#3)

SHUSWAP (#6)
Western Heritage (#2)
Sir Barclay (#1)

MI CONSENTIDA (#9)
Finality Matters (#2)

Sakura (#10)


